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HOW ABOUT CHRISTIANn'Yl By describes rhe imase of God as man mirroring
Adolph Haentzsehel. Sr. Louis: Concordia God's heart in order ro make God's redempPublishing House, 1961. 117 pages. tive love known rhroush people.
Paper. $ 1.00.
This spiritual "imasc" was rragically losr
Haenrzschel's latest book speaks ro the through Adam's Fall, and this is now reknowledgeable and questioning man, Chris- peated in every man who is alive physically
tian, unbeliever, or even clergyman. In a bur who does nor have God's own life
mosr interesting and engaging manner the within him. Now man mirrors only himself
author discusses with the reader the impor- and nor God. Throush Christ, however, and
tance of the Christian faith, the basic teach- rhroush His aoss, rhroush the work of the
ings of our religion, the uniqueness of Christ Spirit and the Gospel, the image is restored,
and His place in world history. He also and God's grear plan ro reach our rhroush
addresses himself ro many of the common people is again under way.
objections to Christianity and rhe problems
Although Caemmerer's work is devotional
persisting between Christianity and science. and nor polemical, there are polemical issues
The book is no apolegecic or polemic, but involved. He rejeas any rarionalisr or hua clear presentation of the Christian message manist shrinking of the im•10 tin to some
ro modern man in a world of false absolutes, rational or moral aoodness in man. He is
of shoulder-shruuing cynicism, or of down- very concerned lest man shrink God into
right ancagonism ro our Christian faith. physical or czrernal dimensions. Since Goel
Pastors arc urged co read chis book which has no bodily shape, "our image of Him
inaugurates a new series of paperbacks from isn't our body" (p. 78). Physical life (l,ios),
Concordia Publishing House. The urgency as the author asserts in many conrcxrs, is not
of the book's content and rhe charm of irs spiritual life (zo•J within the heart which
style will carry you ro the end before you comes rhroush Christ. These aa:enrs support
of the book, that tMofJl•,
the primary concern
lay it down. And you will buy more copies
renewed
in
hearr
and
life, are part of God's
and hand them on ro your members and
redemptive outreach.
friends.
ROBBR.T D. Pa.Bus
These are lq.irimate cvanselical concerns
GOD'S GR.BAT PLAN POR YOU. By in days when the church faces dcJmm•nizing
Caemmerer.
Richard R.
St. Louis: Con- materialism and institutionalism u well u
cordia Publishing House, 1961. 86 pqcs. the false optimism of resurgent hurn•ni•rn
Cloth. '2.00.
must also beHerc is warm-hearted, peoplc-clirecred Bib- ware of wpirirualizing. The Word and a.clical synthewis and application that correlates ramencs, u Cacrnrnettr aarecs, are God's
the Fall, the Crou, the Spirit, the Word, and ultimate tools, but rhclC: convey God's obthe church within the picture of the lowr and jccrive, czrerna1 power irrespective of their
rewtored image of Goel. Using penonal, vo- personal bearers. The church too bu a very
litional, and aaional catesoricw tbc author institutional, historical side. Furthermore,
561
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God's creative works (people too) are quite
concretely and physically real, also in a positive sense, apart from the Gospel of the
Cross. Even from the vantage point of the
Gospel (perhaps above all in the Resurrection fact and hope) we cannot unduly contrast the inner and outer man, or the spirit
and the flesh. For the "outer" is also from
God, created through Christ for Christ, and
redeemed for God in bod, and heart by the
Word who became /lash, died, and arose in
the bod.,.
Therefore to speak of the image of God
as lost may go to the spiritual "bean" of the
matter as Luther and Caemmerer (along with
other theologians) demonstrate. But this may
not do justice to the doctrine of creation,
of man, and related areas of general revelation. Other theologians, ancient and modern, orthodox Lutherans among them, are
surely not less Biblical or evangelical when
they distinguish between the loss of righteousness before God and the remaining remnants of God-like reflection or reproduction.
This mirroring is perverted, and life in the
flesh, the sin/Nl flesh, is nor life in the Holy
Spirit. But natural man still mirrors God,
not merely himself. Man and sin must be
distinguished, as the first article of the
Formula of Concord asserts.
Theolosians have a difficult time · here.
They must take seriously Biblical reticence
and historical complexity even when they are
devoted to Biblical synthesis and application.
They must not spiritualize in Platonic fashion
so that there is a gulf between creation and
redemption. They musr nor materialize in
Aristotelian fashion so that there comes to
be an easily lubricated ascent from nature to
pace. Ir is stimulating to go over the worn
but still rocky paths of the imase of God
under the fresh guidance of Caemmerer, especially u he makes available his deep and
rich knowledge of Scripture. The Scriptural
indices for each chapter and section are resources for extensive Bible study. These
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could help the church, clergy and laity, to
relate the physical and spiritual, creation and
redemption, Law and Gospel in God's plan
for people and for the world.
HBNR.Y W. REIMANN

BOUGHT WITH A PRICB. By Arthur E.
Graf. Springfield, Ill.: Faith Publications.
1961. 140 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
The author is a professor at Concordia
Theological Seminary, Springfield, Ill. The
volume contains one series of ten addresses
for various occasions and another series on
the Seven Last Words of Jesus. The style is
economical and direct, the devotion to Christ
i.i consistent, the author's concern for people
and his effort to speak their language are
RICHARD R. CAl!MMER.ER.
manifest.
DlB KULTSYMBOLIK IM. ALTBN TBSTA1,mNT UND IM NACHBlBLlSCHBN
JUDBNTUM. By Ernst Ludwig Ehrlich.
Stuttprt: Anton Hiersem11nn, 1959. Symbolik der Religionen, III. Edited by Ferdinand Herrm11nn. 141 P11,Ses. Cloth.
DM 25.00.
This study surveys the many symbols that
have been associated with the worship services of the Old Test11ment and of Rabbinic
Judaism. It is essentially 11 review of the worship forms of the Jewish faith. The Old
Testament is included mainly because it fur.
nishes baclcground material for the religious
practices of later Judaism.

For the student of Judaism this will no
doubt be a welcome combination. But for
the student of the Old Testament the union
will nor appear to be so fortunate. Nothing
new is brought to light about such traditional
Old Testament symbols u the ephod, Urim,
ark, and tabernacle. The treatment of basic
Old Testament themes like temple and sacrifice, priest and king, festival and holy day
is quite sketchy.
Considerably greater emphasis is given to
such characteristic Jewish institutions and
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practices as the synago,g, kosher mcau, circumcision, and Bar Mizvah. On the other
hand, such an approach can be understood
more readily when it is noted that this volume is part of the series "The Symbolism of
Reli,gions." Perhaps it would have been better if the title of the book had been "Symbols
in the Worship of Judaism."
ALPRBD VON ROHR SAUBR

AS Sl!l!ING THI! INVISIBLB: A STUDY
OF THI! BOOK OP Rl!Vl!Llf.TION. By
D. T. Niles. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1961. 192 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
This popular exposition of the Book of
Revelation by the well-known Ceylonese
theologian is a useful ,guide for both clergy
and fail:)•. Perhaps the only view that some
readers of this journal would object to is that
the author, John, is not the apostle, but an
otherwise unknown John banished to Patmos
in the time of Domitian. Niles, however,
preserves the integrity of the text in giving
the ,ground for his view. The strength of the
exposition is its constant use of Scripture,
drawn from the whole of the Old and the
New Testament. The outline of the book is
well thousht out. Niles's view that both the
weekly and yearly sequence of Jewish liturgy
have in8uenced the arrangement is less than
demonstrated. The thirty-three short theologic:d meditations with which the book closes
serve well for private devotion and for sermon starters for the pastor who might be
afraid of tackling this book. For a work of
popular exposition, this volume has much to
commend it. It will not take the place of
a full-scale, scientific commentary.
EDGAR KllBNTZ
STBPS TO SALVATION: Th• BN•K•listie
M•ss•K• of /Ofl•Ji,.,. ~ - By John
H. Gerstner. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1960. 192 pages. Cloth.

$3.95.
Gentner of Pittsburgh-Xenia Theological
Seminary calls Edwards "probably the best

example in this counuy of a predestinarian
evangelist.'" The absolute sovereignty of
God, so Gerstner wants to show from Edwards" sermon manuscripts, can be uaced
through various steps in the salvation of man.
These steps, beginning with the eternal covenant of redemption, proceed from conviction to seeking to illumination to regeneration and saving faith, capped by perseverance
and assurance in the covenant of grace.
Meticulously the author investigates the concept of "seeking," with which he links a discussion of prayer. Edwards' theory of seekiq,
he sa)•s, ""falls
between
the Arminian, on the
one hand, and the exueme Calvinistic, on the
other." Seekins is "nonsavin,g""; that is, it is
one thins a sinner can do before faith- so
Edwards according to Gerstner. Even after
the sinner has found God, however, he must
not cease seeking. Throughout the presentation it is evident that Edwards himself nowhere categorized the "steps to salvation'" as
neatly as Gerstner does for him. Nevertheless, Gerstner's analysis will aid students of
Puritan thousht to understand Edwards better.
CARL S. MEYER

MINISTl!R AND DOCTOR Ml!BT. By
Granger Westberg. New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1961. xii and 179 pages. Corh.

$3.50.
This book has been written for both doctors and clergymen. The author is appalled
that there is not better communication between two professions often workiq with
the same people. He sussests that the distance between the two disciplines is not as
,great as one would suppose, that communication is actually quite easy in the areas where
the tw0 overlap, if doetors and clergymen
really want to share.
The author not only argues for closer cooperation; he also shows how this can be
accomplished throush seminars, informal
meetings, the use of case histories, and the
like.
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The bulk of the volume, however, is devoted to specific treatment of practical problems in the care of patient's spiritual, psychological, and emotional well-being. The author
writes of drastic limitations - and even dangers - in a cut-and-dried hospital call. He
urges more listening to the patient and
greater sensitivity
feelings
to
and needs that
may not come to the surface immediately.
Other topia include informing the patient
of his terminal illness, helping the bereaved,
approaching the psychiatrist, sex education,
and problems related to sex attitudes. Finall)•
be describes in some derail the Kokomo
project - an instance in which professional
people of a whole community met to r:alk
over joint approaches to prevalent community
health problems.
The author is Associate Professor of Religion and Health and teaches in both the
medical school and the seminaries associated
with the University of Chicago. Formerly he
was chaplain at Augusrana Lutheran Hospital
in Chicago.
This is a book which it is important for
clerBYmen to read - and to encourage their
docror friends to read. Hopefully it will stimulate the clergyman to investigate the manifold opportunities open to him for further
learning in this general area and for fuller
application to bis own pastoral work of the
approaches suggested by the author.
KENNETH H. BllEIMEIEll

DA.UGHTBR OP SILBNCE. By Morris L
West. New York: William Morrow and
Company, 1961. 275 pages. Cloth. $3.95.
A pale, innocent-looking woman crosses a
quaint Italian village square in the blazing
sun. She rings a doorbell, a woman answers,
in a moment the man of the house appears,
and the pale, innocent-looking woman shoots
him dead on the spot.
This iscatalyst
the
for Morris L West's
0..1htn of SilHa, a tale of vendetta which
found its culmination sixteen years after the
murderess'
future
mother was put to death by
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a firing squad on a trumped-up charge of collaboration.
The limitations of this review do not per•
mit a full or adequately qualified discussion
of whether this novel is "religious" or "Christian." If the former implies at least raising
the question of "ultimate concern," then it is
"religious."
Bur there is more.
Although rhc characters vividly portray the
human vices of domination, lust, and adult•
ery, divine judgment on such sin still throbs
steadily beneath the surface of the narrative.
A web of "Christian" truth seems to underlie the author's approach to the tangled lives
of rhe chief characters. At times it is only
a passing allusion, but the following passages
bear an:il)•sis: on original sin (p. 95); on the
limirarions of psychiatry (p. 101); the sin of
murder (p. 107); determinism vs. free will
(pp.108, 109); a focus for life (p.122);
deserving life's gifts vs. gratitude (soJ.
grati11l p. 220); and on the need for God
(pp. 238,239).
Some of these are admittedly fragmentary
references. But throughout the novel is the
slow, persistent pulse of the church. Men sin,
they err, they dominate, they are cruel; but
they are j1ulged and they know their guilt
under God.
A major theme of the novel is its probing
of the psychiatric, with extensive discussion
of the legal problem of what constitutes
"mitigating circumstances." But this is secondary to an essentially well-written plot.
Morris L West is not yet and may never
be "another Graham Greene," but West has
given us a powerful novel approaching the
stature of his The De1Jil's A.d110U111.
DoNALD

L

DEPPNER

LOGOTHBRA.PY A.ND THB CHRJSTIA.N
PA.rI'H. By Donald E. Tweedie, Jr. Grand
Rapids: &ker Book House, 1961. 183
pages. Cloth. $3.95.
This book is basically a short exposition
of the existentialist therapy known u logo-
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therapy and practiced by Viktor E. Frankl
in Vienna. The method has interested some
Christian counselors because of its sympathetic approach to man and his individuality.
The author is an American who has studied
under Frankl. KBNNBTH H. BRBIMBIER.
THB INBXTINGUISHABI.B Bl.AZB: Spiril11t1l
t1ntl A.tlru,•u i• 1ht1 Bi1h1R,n,wlll,
t11n1h C,11111,-,. By A. Skcvinsron Wood.
The Advance of Christianity Through the
Centuries, VI. Edited by P. P. Bruce.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Ecrdmans
Publishing Co., 1960. 256 pages. Cloth.

$3.75.
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suppression of the slave trade, and finally
abolition of slavery. He writes more briefty
on prison reforms, the emancipation of the
insane, and the amelioration of working conditions. His delineation of the theological
presuppositions underlying the social thought
and activity of Wesley, Wilberforce, and
Shaftesbury is clear. The "homilctical" section, in which the historian makes his t1Pflli"''io to the twentieth century, will probably
be apprccialed by those wbo want to .relate
a social concern to the current evangelical
movement. li the premises arc granled, then
Cairns's exposition must be judged highly.
Wood and Cairns supplement each other.
Of the two, Wood's will be regarded u the
bcrrcr conuibution to historical writlnsCARL S. MEYEll

SAINTS AND SOCIE'rY: Th, Soei11l lm'/Hlel of l!igh111n1h C,11111,-,
Con1,
, . Bn1lish R•i11•l-s •11d lls
mpor11ry Rt1lt111t1ne
By Earle n. Cairns. Chicago: Moody Press,
STUDIBS IN JOSBPHUS. By R. J. H. Shutt.
1960. 192 pages. Cloth. $3.25.
Greenwich, Conn.: Seabury Press; London:
With precise and adequate scholarship
S. P. C. K., 1961. x and 132 pages. Cloth.
A. S. Wood, a Methodist minister in York,
$4.75; 22/-.
England, tells the events of the evangelical
Good boob on Josephus arc rare. Those
revival of the eighteenth century. Cairns of
in English can be counted on the 6ngcrs of
Wheaton Collese is concerned especially
one hand. Any new work on Josephus is
about the reforms resulting from the revivals.
therefore grccled with cxpcccation, for much
Wood's work should be read first. He yet remains to be done in the study of this
traces the movement throush its various author. Unfortunately, Shun's book docs nor
manifestations: in Wales, in New England, go far in filling the gaps in our knowlcdgc.
among the Moravians, the coming of the
Shurr presents a great deal of biographical
Wcslcys, the Calvinistic thrust, in Scotland, marcrilll already well set forth by Tbackcn.y
and in Ireland. He mentions all the lcadins and Foakcs-Jackson. His clitcussion of Ca.lrt1
figures and some lesser ones. He docs a first- A.pion•• is disappointingly brief and tinged
rate piece of orpnizing without becoming with a slight anti-Semitic cast. The discustcxtbookish. He embodies the best of recent sion of Josephus' relation to the Jewish Law
findings about this century without becoming docs not sec that Josephus' attitude
formally,
toward
pedantic. Herc is a one-volume account of inspiration had,
a point of contact
a movement that had various facets.
with Greek tbousht (d. Robert Grant, Th.
Cairns surveys the cvaoaelistic movement, ull•r """ 1h, St,iril (New York: Macmillan,
but without the sureness that Wood displays, 19,7], pp. 31-40) and docs not allow for
the rationalism of Josephus' view of the proof
circept when he speaks about 'The Scope of
EftDSClical Reform." He tells of the aboli- of inspiration from the swxeu of Moses
(d. p. 54).
tion movement in England and records with colonauthority
gratifying
objectivity and
the
What is new in the book is the- enminaization
of Sierra Leone, the abolition and tion of Thackeray's position
Josephus'
that
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assistants in the Bel/Nm }Nd11iettm aaually
served as authors and that a similar use of
coauthors can be seen in the A.11tiq11i1111es, especially in books XV-XIX. Schutt has investigated the linquistic arguments for this
view and rejected them. Unfortunately, his
discussion is at times so condensed that he
omits references to the text (in the vocabulary lists on pp. 32, 33, some words listed as
poetical seem hardly to qualify) . One wishes
that the chapters on the A.111iq11i1,,,1as had
been expanded. Comparison of Josephus and
other Hellenistic historians, especially, would
have been a most valuable linguistic stud)•.
The work makes no study of Josephus'
thoqht. It does list the major editions and
works of criticism. To the tides given one
ought to add, as a minimum, A. Schlatter,
Die soTbeologie
s dem
des }Ndtmt11m '111eb
Bniebl
Jos ph11 (Giitersloh, 1932), the
editions of the v;,,, and Contra A.pione,n in
the Bude series, and the still incomplete edition of the Bellu.m by Otto Michel and Otto
Bauernfeind (Vol.I; Bad Homburg, 1960).
There is some gold in the book; but one
develops quite a slag pile while mining the
nusgets.

EDGAR KRENTZ

WHEN YOU PRESIDE. By Sidney S. Sutherland. Danville, Ill.: The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1956. 172 pages.
Cloth. $3.25.
This is one of the berter "how to" handbooks published in recent years for group
leaders. It is readily adaptable in principle
by those in charge of assorted church meetiop. Making ready use of 111ch classic materials u D. M. Hall's The D,-.mies of
Gro,,p Disausio• (also by Interstate Printers
and Publishen), Sutherland .is easy to read,
the
fresh, and applicable. Partially illustrated,
volumethe
runs
pmut of group dynamics from buzz sessions to planning workshops
and conferences. The price may be a little
high, but the book is worth buying for the
church library.
Sutherland is division
chairman,
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of edu-

cation at the Davis campus of the University
of California and supervisor of a&ricultural
teacher training of the California State Department of Education.
DoNALD L. DEPPNER
THEOLOGI'/!.
TESTAltfBNTS.
D BS ALTBN

By Walther Eichrodt. Stuttgart: Ehrenfried Klotz Verlag; Gottiogen: Vaodeohoeck & Ruprecht. Part I: 5th ed., 362
pages. Parts II and III: 4th ed., 398 pases.
Ooth. DM 32.00 the set.
The first edition of this classic two-volume
theolog)• of the Old Testament was published
in 1933- by1935
the J.C. Hinrichs Verlag
of Leipzig. Postwar editions were published
b>• the Evangelische Vcrlagsansralt in Berlin
with the permission of Hinrichs.
The fifth revised edition of Part I appeared
in 1957 under the joint imprint of Ehrenfried Klotz Verlag, Stuttgart, and Vandeohoeck & Ruprecht, Gottingen. In this volume
the basic appro:ich was retained from the
earlier editions: the covenant concept is the
unifying theme in all Old Testament theolog)•. Clustering around the covenant, the
Old Testament Scriptures bear witness to a
God who demonstrated his reality in history.
In the new edition larger type and more
readable spacing of lines and paragraphs increased the number of pages of text from
262 to 349.
The fourth revised edition of Parts II and
III appeared at Stuttgart and Gottingeo in
1961. The fact that Gerhard von Rad's theology of the Old Testament appeared durina
the years 1957----60 constrained Eichrodt to
refer to it at some length in h.is preface.
Eichrodt reiterates his view that a theology
of the Old Testament may not consider its
job finished when it has given a critical evaluation of the Old Testament evidence. Rather
it must relate IUCh evidence also to the world
of faith. The author feels constrained to emphasize this again because von Rad fails to
allow any inner connection between the facts
of Israel's history and the theological user-
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tions of the Old Testament, thus coming close
to Bultmann's exuemely problematic ueatment of the New Testament. Eichrodt argues
that the existing relationship between confessions of faith and facts of history in the Old
Testament must be examined again and again.
He insists on an inner asreement among the
manifold confessions of faith which, despite
all differences and tensions, permits them to
be synthesized in a rheological unity.
ALPRBD VON ROHR SAUER

THB CONTEXT OP PASTORAL COUNSBUNG. By Seward Hiltner and Lowell
G. Colston. New York: Abingdon Press,
1961. 272 Pases. Cloth. $4.50.
This is the report of an investigation of the
context of counseling and its inRuence on the
outcome of counseling. By "context" is meant
the expecauions and the general meaning surrounding the counseling. Specificially, the
authors wanted to find our whether it makes
a difference if people come ro a pastoral
counselor instead of consulting only a counselor working in a different context. The
hypothesis was rh:at persons coming ro a pastoral counselor get more help and get it faster
th:an if they go to a nonp:asroral counselor.
The research was done at the University
of Chicago Counseling Center, formerly direaed by Carl Rogers, and at Bryn Mawr
Community Church in Chicago. The counselor was the same person in both conrexa.
Twenty-five subjects were used, twenty of
whom were matched on two or three gross
categories. These and other conuols used in
the study are ro be commended.
The study leaves much to be desired in
certain other respeas, however. Only one
counselor was used, and he was immediately
involved in the planning of the project. He
attemptedsame
to use the
method in both
contexts. In a way this was good, but such
procedure severely limits what can be proved
about the hypothesis. Also, it is doubtful that
under the circumstances he was actually able

567

ro use the same method in both situations.
Again, the subjects were not paired on some
of the most necessary variables. furthermore,
only three of them were men.
The authors cautiously claim substantiation
for their hypothesis, but actually much more
research of this type will have to be done,
including replication of this experiment with
some of the variables better conuolled, before even the most cautious claim c:aa be
m:ade for the superiority of pastoral counseling for those seeking help.
On the other hand, the authors should be
encowuged to pursue this type of research.
This was a big and complicated project, but
similar cnde:avors are necessary to learn more
ex:actly what pastoral counseling is all about
and how it may best be done.
fin:ally, there is much case material here
that can be studied with profit. The pastOr
will be happy to see how another counselor
h:andled some of the same kinds of problems
he himself meeu in his own counseling.
KENNETH H. BRBIMBIBR.

GESCHICHTB DBS PROTESTANTISMUS
IN UNGA.RN. By Mihaly Bucsay. Stutt•
gan: Evangelisches Verlqswerk, 1959.
Paper. 225 pases. DM 12.80.
The history of Protes1:&Dtism in Huapry
is almost l•rr• i11&ogni1• to Americm Protestantism. The author, professor of church
history at the Protestant Academy in Budapest, has put together such a hisrory that will
be recognized as a standard work for many
years to come. He divides the history of
Hungarian Procestantism into sill: periods:
1520-1608; 1608--1715; 1715--91;
1 i90-1848; 1848--1918; aad 1918-58.
His ue:atment of the first period is the fullest
and most atisfaaory. His presentation of
differences oa the doetriae of Holy Communion in Hungary in the 16th century is
especially valuable. The last period receives
only a brief overview. The author skillfully political,
draws the
intellectual, and socio-
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economic backsround into his discussion of racy, the Council of Trent, liberalism, Karl
each period. He tells about the theological Barth,
churchand ecumenical theoloBY, to name most
developments, developments in
life, of the outstanding themes. It is easy to asree
and educational developments, about the with much of what Pauck says.
mustBut one
asendu, theological treatises, hymnbooks, also disagree with him on some points. His
and catechisms produced. The Lutheran, Re- theology of the Word and his concept of revformed, and Unitarian strains are evident; elation are not adequate. His readiness to disparallels with developments in other coun- claim a viral conm.-ction between the Renaistries are noted. English Puritanism, e. g., had sance and the Reformation docs not take into
an influence in Hunpry because of John account the complexities of historical forces
Tolnai Dali (1606-60). The author has which may be interactive without necessarily
contributed specialized studies to scholarly being causative. His love for Luther is genjournals. In the present work he has rendered students
uine; his admiration for Calvin is great. His
of modern church history essay on Adolph von Harnack as church hisa service to
from the Reformation through Orthodoxy, torian is a sympathetic study of a figure
Pier.ism, Rationalism, and into the 19th and whom Pauck regards more important than
the 20th century.
CARL S. MBYBR
Barth. The first edition of this work was published in 1950; the second is even more valLBSSONS PROM THB RBPORMATION.
uable than the first.
CARL S. MBYBR
By Alfonzo T. Jones. Boston: Forum Publisbiq Co., (1961]. 404 pages. Cloth. RUSSIA AT THI! DAIVN OF THI! MOD·
$3.00.
I!RN A.GB. By Gc.-orge Vernadsky. A History of Russia, IV. Edited by George VerIn 1913 Elder Alfonzo T. Jones of the
nadsky and Michael Karpovich. New
Seventh-day Adventist General Conference
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press,
published Th• Rt1/orm111ion. The present
edition is sponsored by Fred Vaughan of
1959. xi and 347 pages. Cloth. $7.50.
SpriDBCr, Okmboma. The author's emphasis
Ivan III (1462-1505) and Vuili III
on religious liberty is a hearty one and de- (1505-33) ruled in Moscow duriq the
mands recognition. His miqivings about the seventy years which saw the heisht of the
Church of Rome are deep and genuine; they, explorations and discoveries in Western
too, demand recognition. His scholarship is Europe and the Lutheran and Zwiqlian refsecond-rate; his style is bombastic. Warnings ormations there. During this time Ivan III
championship
qainst Rome
and
of religious unified Great Russia, completed the conquest
liberty deserve berter than Jones's efforts.
of Novgorod, and came into conflict with
CARL S. MBYBR
Poland. After 1452 no regular yearly uibutes
THB HBRlTAGB OP THB RBPORAU- were paid to any Tartar khans, though the
TION. By Wilhelm Pauck. Revised edi- sUUMles with the Golden Horde were not an end.
Under Vuili III the extion. Glencoe, DL: The Pree Prea, 1961. entirely at
pansion of Great Russia continued. Daring
z and 339
pages.
Cloth. $6.00.
Twmty-two essays from the pen of Union his reign Lithuania declined. The reigns of
and Vuili III, the post-Mooaol
Theoloaical Seminary's Luther scholar, Wil- Iftll
helm Paudc, are presented in thia revised period of Russian history, constirwe a aucial
edition of a work that has established itself; period.
At one point it seemed that Protestantism
three essays are new. Pauck provides many
valuable insiaba in these esays on Luther, misht win out in Western Russia. In & clear
author
the story with mfCalvin, Butzer (sic), ProrestaDtism, democ- fashion the tells

m
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fi.cient detail to make meaniqful also the
Roman
revival Catholic Councer Reformation there,
the
of the Orthodox Church, and the
Council of Brest. Veraadsky has culminated
a lifetime of scholarship in a volume that
will surely rank as the outstanding English
presentation of this period.
CARL S. MBYBR.

i\URTIN LUTHBR: THB MAN. By Ruth
Gordon Shorr. Westchester, Ill.: Good
News Publishers. n. d. 64 pages. Paper.
50 cents.
Give short shrift to this "One Evenins"
Condensed Book about Martin Luther, which
recounts as authentic such legends as Luther's
telling himself that the just shall live by faith
while climbing the su/4 s1111e111 in Rome.
Mrs. Shorr makes the point, however, that
"Luther emphasizes the fact that good works
are the fr11i1 and not the root of our salvation." The author is an interesting writer;
her biography is evidently intended to be
read widely.
CARL S. MEYER.

THB NOISB OP SOLBMN ASSBMBUBS:
CHRISTIAN
AND
COMMTI'MBNT
THB RBUGIOUS BSTABUSHMBNT
IN AMBRlCA. By Peter L Berger. Gar-

569

-in the work there is much on which to
Such
exercise should prove stimulating.
CARL S. MEYER

asree and a little on which to disagree.

THB CHURCH AND THB AGB OP REASON, 1648-1789. By Gerald R. Crag.
The Pelican History of the Church, JV.
Edited by Owen Chadwick. Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 1960. 299 pages. Paper.
$1.25.
From the Peace of Westphalia (1648) to
the outbreak of the Preach Revolution
(1789) the church was confronted by a host
of problems. Tolerance and oppression, rationalism and pierism, revivalism and quierism were some of the tensions of the period.
Bishop BoSS11et and Johana Sebastian Bach
lived durins rhi■ period. la America Jonathan Edwards and Hemy Melchior Muhlenberg were active. Puritanism, Methodism,
and Romanticism emerged in this era. la
Russia the Old Believers arose. Cragg weaves
the various strands tosether. The age of
Louis XIV, of Peter the Great and Catherine
the Grear, and of the Grear Elector and Frederidc the Grear is of great significance for the
modern period. Crag's authoritative work
justifies the hope that TIM P•liem, Hislor, of
lh• Ch11reh, under the editorship of Owen
Chadwick, one of England's ouaraadins
church historians, will become one of the
really useable, authentic accounts of the
church's past.
CARL S. MEYER

den City, N. Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1961.
189 pages. Paper. $1.75.
Berger is a Lutheran, born in Vienna, with
a doctorate from the New School for Social
Research in New York and now reaches social ethics at the Hartford
Seminary
Foundation. He takes an approach common among .d RBPORMATION PARADOX: Th• Co•,1.,,.,,.,l N.u, T,s,.,,,tlfll of IIM Roslodl
sociologists ( that is. one defective in hisBnlhrn of IN Co••°" I.if•. By Kentorical perspective) to the current religious America
neth A. Strand. Aaa Arbor, Mich.: Ana
scene in
- political religion, "reArbor Publishen, 1960. 101 pases. Cloth.
ligion-in-general," Peale-ism, and so on. He
82.50.
sees the need for an emphasis on personal
conversion, theolo,gical recomttuction, genMartin Luther wrote to Duke Henry of
uine conversations with the nonreligious, and Meckleabur& in 1529 asking him to use his
the evolving of new form■ in which the mes- authority to prohibit the printing of a New
Testament by the "lollbriider" in llostodr.
sage of salvation can be broqht to modern
man. Pastonl coafereac:es will find this work The Grear Reformer puts a srop to the printone which oqht to be reviewed and cliscussed ing of German New Testament! What a
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paradox! He did not object to the German
translation - much of it was his own, which
Emser had already used. Nor was he unfriendly to the Brethren of the Common Life.
He objected to the glosses, marginal notes,
and comments that accompanied the text, for
he feared that these would mislead the
people.
This is the story which Strand tells. His
work is scholarly and well documented. He
has traced a rare copy of the first part of the
work in Stuttprt and at the University of
Chicago. His fascimile reproductions of the
first twenty chapters of the Gospel According
to St. Matthew add a great deal of interest to
the work. His findings have given us another
significant bit of information about the history of the Reformation era.
CARL s. MBYBR

THB T1VBNTIBTH CBNTURY IN BUROPB: THB RO.MAN CATHOUC,
PROTBSTANT
AND
BASTBRN
CHURCHBS. By Kenneth Scott latourene. Christianity in a Revolutionary Ase:
A History of Christianity in the Ninereeoth and Twentieth Centuries, IV. New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1961. vii and
568 pages. Cloth. $8.50.
What shall a reviewer say about Vol. IV
of ChrislM11i11 in • Rnol#lio,u,r, Ag• that
he has not al.ready said about the first three
volumes? The same comprehensive, encyclopedic sweep is here; the same profusion of
footnotes with references to secondary and
some primary sources; the same organization
and the same interpretation. Here and there
a.re a few errors; there are also references to
a few happeninss in 1961. Six pases a.re devoted to Karl Banh; other pases each have
thumbnail sketches of six or more men. One
chapter (on the Old Catholics) is a page and
a half in J.eosth. One chapter, a couocry-bycouocry recical of the Roman Catholic
Church, is oioety-five pages long. Of Billy
Graham in England Latourette says: "Both
praise and aiticism were evoked" (p.458).
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Often he says of the church that she showed
weakness and strength. There is needless repetition, e. g., in the general descriptions of
socioeconomic factors. How often must he
point out that industrialization and urbanization were phenomena of the period? Yet,
how often ought we not remind ourselves
that this is the outstanding and most comprehensive account of the church in the present age?
CARLS. MBYBll

SPl!TJODISCH - HARBTISCHBR
UND
PROHCHRISTUCHBR
RADIKAUSMUS. By Herbert Braun. 2 vols. Tiibingen: J.C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1957.
161 and 152 pages. Paper. Price not
given.
These studies take up, on the one hand,
the relationship between Rabbinic Judaism
and the Qumran sect and, on the other, points
of contact between Jesus and the Dead Sea
community. The first volume goes into
Abot I-IV and compares them with the
Mtm1111l of Diseipli11c and other sectarian
writings. In the Abot it is noted, e.g., that
the manner of studying the Law is left relatively free, while in the MttnNt1l it is precisely
spelled out. Again, both the Abot and the
Mttnt111l make doing good the aim of the
study of the Law, but the MttnNttl has in mind
an obedience more radical than that found
in the Abot.
In the second volume the theology of the
Synoptic Gospels is compared with that of
the Qumran texts. While the sectarians
taught that impurities could not be removed
by ritual acts, Jesus said that uncleanness wickedness
actually amounted to
of the heart.
Jesus did not insist that His followers without exception aive up all property. Rather
He showed that property is dangerous for
spiritual life;· He aimed to instruct His followers to rely on God alone.
Because of the nearness of the end both
Jesus and the Qumran sectarians intensified
and sharpened the demands of the I.aw. But
the esoteric elements of Qumran a.re prac-
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tically nonexistent in the messqe of Jesus.
And whereas the sect recognized a piety that
was auainable through the Law, Jesus taught
that man was thrown entirely on God's grace.
ALPRBD VON ROHR. SAUBll

WHEN ISRAEL CA.MB OUT OP BGYP'l'.
By Gabriel Heberr. Richmond, Va.: John
Knox Press, 1961. 128 pases. Cloth.
$1.75.

Kelham Father Hcberr's concern in this
book on the Exodus is to show the nontheological reader "the questions which the experrs ask, and how they deal with them."
The theologically rrained reader may look
to this five-chapter volume as a helpful summary of what the experrs are saying.
Chapter i, about a third of the text, disa
cusses the Biblical narrative as it appears in
Exodus, as ir is reflected in the Psalms and
Prophers, and in the light of hisrorical and
archaeological evidence. Hebert concludes
that "in the Bible records we arc dealing
throughout with historical material." Io a
brief appendix on "Modern Criticism and the
Pentateuch" Hebert notes the movement of
Biblical aiticism away from the radical approach of the Graf-Wellhauseo school and
poinrs to modifications in the JEDP hypothesis which result from more serious study
of the oral tradition and of the Silz im ubm
which some of the Bible's poetic passages may
have had in liturgies commcmoratins the
Exodus at the annual Passover festival.
On the basis of archaeological and textual
evidence Hebert dates the conquest under
Joshua around 1225 B. C. The discussion of
the- Kenite hypothesis, to which Hebert gives
modified endorsement, makes no reference to
Buber's exegetical analysis of Exodus 18, in
which the noted Jewish scholar points out
the implausibility of the hypothesis.
Hebert reprds the 600,000 of Ex.12:37
as a "representative" number. He explains:
"It happens not seldom in Holy Scripture that
in passqes which we, with our literal minds,

,11

seek to interpret in a chronological or historical sense, the biblical writer is thinking
of something more important; and so, surely,
ir is here. The 600,000 are 'all Israel,' and
the meaning is, 'We all have a share in the
Exodus.'"
In the discussion of Israel's covenant relationship with Yahweh there is no reference
to the important studies of Korosec, Mendenhall, Muilenburg, and others who on the basis
of comparisons with texts of suzerainty
treaties dating from the Hiuite Empire, have
lhed new light on the coveoantal formulas
of the ancient Near East, includiog those of
the Old Testament.
The final chapter, ''The Christian Exodus,"
surveys the faith of the exilic prophers in
second exodus and a new covenant and then
mkes up the New Testament passages which
proclaim "that the promise of this future deliverance came good in Jesus Christ, as a
Word of God not for Israel only but for all
nations of the world." Some may disparage
the hermeoeutical approach of this chapru
as "intolerably typological," but many will see
in it a demonstration of Luther's suggested
principle of Old Testament interpretation:
"If you would interpret well and confidently,
set Christ before )'OU, for He is the Mao to
whom it all applies, every bit of it." (!.#thus Works, American Edition, XXXV,
247.)
WALTBll WBGNBR

SPECIAL RBVBLlfTION AND THB
WORD OP GOD. By Bernard Ramm.
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishiog Co., 1961. 220 pages. Cloth.
$4.00.
Ramm's latest book deals with the concept of revelation in ill broadest context. It
considers the various modes of revelation, the
multiplicity of terms relative to the concept,
God's aas, Scripture, tradition, our koowledse of God, and other related subjeas. Io
opposmoo ro deism, mysticism, liberalism,
existentialism, and Fundamentalism, Ramm
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sees revelation as the divine Person in a Goelinitiated converation with sinners. This
revelation escablishes a relationship, which is
then the foundation of our l:nowletlge of
God. Revelation is cosmic in that it enters
our world, but it is also special in that it is
vouchafed only to particular men. God's
revelation is condescending in that it adjusts
itself to man's capacity for reception. It is
anthropomorphic in that it is marked by human characteristics.
Ramm rightly insists that God's revelation
in redemption is intrinsically prior to His
revelation in Scripture. It is the former
which makes Scripture a word of life. The
author also emphasizes the balanced view of
revelation as event-word, the re•li11 of revelation ( apinst existential theologies), the incarnation as revelation, and the fact that special revelation intends a real knowledge of
God. Repeatedly he tells the reader that
God's revelation is soteriological.
Three features make this book refreshing,
if not exciting, reading. First, Ramm bases
all his discussions on Biblical evidence; in
bis studies he favors Kittel and Vriezen.
Second, the book is well outlined, perhaps too
well outlined; in this perhaps he draws from
Kuyper. Third, he makes no effort to be
clever or novel, but rather wishes to teach
and edify, a commendable purpose in any
author.
ROBERT D. PREUS

THB BIBLB IN THB II.GB OP SCIBNCB.
By Alan Richardson. Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1961. 192 pages.
Cloth. $3.50.
Richardson's latest book traces the impact
of scientific method and discoveries on the
attitude of Christians toward the Bible since
the sixteenth century. He is convinced that it
was no accident that the scientific movement
emerged in the Christian world. He also feels
that only under Christian iaJluence could history bave been discovered as it was in the
nineteenth century, with its insipt that man
is one phenomenon which cannot be studied
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like other scientific data (Newton, 10erkegaard). Through the discovery of history,
Richardson believes, another discovery was
made, namely, that the Bible is not a static
revelation. He veers toward the position of
Sanday that the Bible itself is not inspired,
but that only the writers of the Bible were
inspired. He is convinced that such a view
makes the revelation lbro•gh Scripture, not
a dogmatic assertion as in the past, but something susceptible of empirical verification and
therefore a "valuable piece of apologetic."
Richardson is as opposed to Bultmann as
he is favorably disposed toward Barth. In his
overview of both men he is always clear and
informative, although necessarily superficial
and not always accurate. His tie-up of Bultmann with Ritschl is well taken, and so are
his basic criticisms against Bultmann's existentialism, namely, that ( 1) Bultmann is not
faithful in representing the New Testament
kerygma; (2) Bultmann fails to do justice to
the historical element with which the New
Tescament is concerned; ( 3 ) Bultmann's theology represents an extreme subjectivism
which reduces statements about Goel into
statements about human existence. On the
other hand, Richardson fancies that the Heilsg11sehi,hl• theology of C. H. Dodd, G. E.
Wright, and 0. Cullmann represents a complete break with the older liberal theology.
In his estimate of the first two Richardson
is naively charitable: with all their concern
for a Goel who acts, these theologians do
not accept many of God's acts recorded in
Scripture. In all his discussions Richardson's
emphasis on the acts of Goel in our his1my
is most welcome.
In spite of definite strictures, some of
which have been mentioned above, this book
commends itself as a valuable introduction
to the in8uence of science on the church's
understanding of Scripture. As we might expect from llichardson, the book is more than
a historical survey; it is apologetic as well.
R.OBBB.T D. PB.Bus
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book in this list acbowlecf&es ia receipt and docs noc pieclude
further dilCUUion of ia concena in the Book lleYiew section)
Pt1i1h ;,, 1h11ls:
S,-optir;
A Probkm
Gost,11
Brill, c.1962. :n and 330 pages. Cloth.
in 1h11 Co,,.11/«1ion of Serip111r11 ntl Th11olo11. Gld. 35.00.
By Edward 0. O"Connor. Notre Dame, Ind.:
Son of CIMrltl'llltlg,,t1: A Conlt1mpo,.,,
University of Notre Dame Press, 1961. Li/11 of Lo#is 1h11 Pio,u (Yiu Hlllll011iei).
(The mention of a

xx and 164 pases. Paper. $4.00. In this Trans. Allen Cabaniss. Syracuse, N. Y.: Syrasomewhat labored attempt 1961.
to University
correlate the
Press,ewe
c.
182 pages.
Synoptic data on the concept of faith with Cloth. $4.50.
Scholastic views, O"Connor observes in the
A Vi1t1l Bnr;o*"'"':
ComChrislitlnil1 ntl
a two-fold acSynoptists' teaching on faithm•nism.
By F. Ernest Johnson. New York:
192
cent, belief in what Jesus is and trust in Abingdon Press, c.1962.
pages. Paper.
Him for salvation, with emphasis on the $2.25.
former.
Douort1l Disst1rltllions
1944-1960:
Tht1 St1N111nl-Mt1ssi11b: A S111,J,y of 1h11 P11b- Prinr;11
ton Th11ologiul
i,r•r,. St1m
Edited by
lir; Mmis,,., of Jt1s11s. By T. W. Manson. James F. Armstrong and James H. Smylie.
Cambridge: University Press, 1961. vi and Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Preas,
104 pages. Paper. $1.25. Asa,inst the back- 1962. 119 pages. Paper. Price not given.
ground of first-cenrury Messianism, Manson
Prom Glor, 10 Glor,: Tau from Gr11ga,.,
sketches the contrast made by Jesus' emphasis
of
N1sstls M1s1iul Wrilhtgs. Edited by Jean
on the Servant principle. The sane scholarDanielou and Herbert Musurillo. New
ship and lucid presentation which made the
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, c. 1961. xiv
late author famous are evident on every page.
treasure this
and 298 pages. Cloth. $4.9S.
Pastors will
reprint for the lisht
'Ltls T •bl11s tl11 J. Loi: Prinr;it,tls t11 Riis a
it casts in many directions.
Dt1s N t111t1 T t1sl11mt1nl D1111tsr;b. Vol. 8: Dit1 J•daism11 Ongin11l. By Meyer Sal Paris:
Ec:litiom du Vieux Colombier, c.1962. 221
ltl11in11
sdrm
f Bri
ls 11 11 11 Apos111 Pt111l111, edited
pages. Paper. NF 15.00.
by H. W. Beyer, P. Althaus, H. ConzelTh11 tf,o,,,,,,.nl. By John Murray. Philmann, G. Friedrich, A. Oepke, 202 pages.
OM 8.50. Vol. 10: Dit1 Kirr;b11nbri11f11, by adelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed PubJohannes Schneider. 204 pages. OM 8.00. lishing Co., 1962. viii and 31 pases. Paper.
Gottiqen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962. 75 cents.
&r1h's Chris1olog1. By Cornelius Van TiL
Paper. Pastors throughout the world have
been enriched by the pregnant comment in Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed
this New Testament commentary series. In Publishing Co., 1962. 29 pqes. Paper.
this new edition of Volume 8, Hans Conzel- 75cents.
BJ.el, Boo/, o• 11M Comm••isl Norlh
mann's discussions of Ephesians and Colossians replace those of Heinrich Rendtorff, Kor1111: Thll Rt1eortl of In Crimt1s. By The
and Gerhard Friedrich aowds out Gerhard Research Institute for Internal and Eza:rnal
pqes.
Heinzelma.nn on Philippians and Rendtorff Alfairs - Seoul, Korea, 1961. 4S cents.
Paper.
30
on Philemon. Johannes Schneider's treatment of James, 1 and 2 Peter, Jude, 1 to
Bllluio• ntl Rtl#)rollfllion. By James Henly
3 John supplements Friedrich Hauck's earlier Thornwell. Philadelphia: Presbyterian and
Reformedre
Publishing Co., 1961. 100 pases.
renderings. These are among
the
most
on the market; schol- Paper. $1.S0.
ected commeniaries
arly, yet without the weight of ponderous
TIM lnslil•li01111l N•l#rtl of Atl,,ll Chrisdisplay of learning.
lian Btl•Ulio"- By Bruce Reinhart. PhiladelNt1olt1slll11111nlit:ti Ill P11lrislit:ti: S##)p'4m11,11s phia: The Westminster Press, c.1962. 242
lo Nonm T11s111mtm1Nm, VI. Leiden: B. J. pases. Cloth. $4.S0.
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Tha ],wish World. i11 the Time of Jest1s.

By Charles Gui,gneberr. New Hyde Park,
N. Y.: University Books, c. 1959. xiv and
288 pages. Coth. $6.00.
/lf11n,un-s ttntl C,utor,u of Bib/a Lt,,u/,s. By
Fred H. Wishr. Chicas<>: Moody Press,
c. 1953. 336 pages. Corh. $4.00.
The Origins of Chris1i11nity. By F. C.
Conybeare. New Hyde Park, N. Y.: University Books, c. 1958. xxx and 382 pages.
Coth. $6.00.
Soma H11m11n Odd.ilias: Stt1dias ;,, 1h11
the Un"1ntlf1 11ml Iha P,malieal. By

011 A.sill's Rim. By Andrew T. Roy. New
York: Friendship Press, c. 1962. x and 165
pages. Coth.
Religious Tolar111io11 in B11g"'11tl 1787 lo
l 833. By Ursala Henrique.s. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, c. 1961. viii and
294 pages. Corh. $5.00.
Tho Theolog1 of 1he Oldt1r Tes1amt1nl. By
J. Barton Payne. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan Publishing House, c. 1962. 554
pages. Cloth. $6.95.

$2.95.

Ti111as of Deeirion: S10,., of lht1 Co,meils.

By J. D. Conway. Notre Dame, Ind.: Fides
Eric J. Dingwall. New Hyde Park, N. Y.: Publishers Association, c. 1962. viii and 299
University Books, c.1962. 198 pages. Cloth. pages. Cloth. $5.95.
$6.00.
Du TheologiebcgriO bai Johami Gerhartl
The Siar, of lhe Ch11reh1s Song. By Millar
,md
By Johannes Wallmann.
Gaorg Calix,.
Patrick. Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck),
c. 1962. 208 pages. Cloth. $3.75.
1961. 165 pages. Paper. DM 18.00.
The Ch11reh in Comm11nis1 Chi11a: A Pro1A.t,pr11isal. By Francis cer,
Price Jones.
New York: Friendship Press, c. 1962. x and

est11111

180 pages. Paper. $1.95.
&rl, Chris1i11n Ari (Die Priihehrislliehe
K,ms1). By Eduard Syndicus, trans. J. R.
Foster. New York: Hawthorn Books,c.1962.
188 pages. Coth. $3.50.
Bxod.,u: A Commenl11r, (D11s zweilo Bueh
Mose, Bxod.11s). By Marrin Norh, trans. J. S.
Bowden. Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, c. 1962. 283 pages. Coth. $5.00.
Gr11u tmd. lhe Senehing of 011r Hearl. By
Charles R. Stinnette, Jr. New York: Asso-

ciation Press, c. 1962. 192 pages. Cloth.
$4.00.
How lo B1111l,,,,1a Yo.r Chrislitln BJ11e.
lion Progr11111. By D. Campbell Wyckoff.

Philadelphia: The Westminster
c.1962. 103 pases. Paper. $3.50.

Press,

Meumd,1ho•: Sekaetl Wrilings. Charles

Leander Hill; ed. Elmer Ellsworth Flack and
Lowell J. Satre. Minneapolis: Aussburs
Publishins House, c. 1962. 190 pages.
Cotb. $4.00.
Life lfflll Religion in Solllhff'fl A.t>tML,ehitl.
By W. D. Weatherford and Earl D. C.
Brewer. New York: Friendship Press,
c.1962. x and 165 pases. Paper. $1.50.
Mfffismas of Mere,. By Fern Babcock
Grant. New York: Friendship Press, c. 1962.
viii and 167 pases. Cloth. $2.95.
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e: Porlrail
Pe ~l,opl
lhe Qw
1h11 Abnor111

1111tl

St11d.it1s ;,.
the Une11nr1:,.

By Eric J. Dingwall. New Hyde Park, N. Y.:
University Books, c. 1962. 223 pages. Cloth.
$6.00.
IY/iiehler iibcr Israel: Bzoehiel tmtl st1i11•
Tr11di1ion. By Henning Graf Revendow.

Berlin: Verlag Alfred Topelmann, 1962.
iv and 172 pages. Paper. Price not given.
The Virgin, Birlh. By Thomas Boslooper.
Philadelphia: The Wesrminsrcr Press,
c.1962. 272 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Tbt1 lrt11i1ing People. By PeBSY BilliDSL
New York: Friendship Press, c. 1962. 127
pages. Paper. $1.75.
Who C11rt1sJ By Janette T. Harrinsron
and Muriel S. Webb. New York: Friendship
Press, c. 1962. 160 pages. Paper. $1.75.
us lslr11nges Sermo,u
Afonsi•r,r
dt1
le
Do:,en. By Georscs Pignal. Paris: I.a Colombe, c. 1962. 191 pages. Paper. NF 12.00.
R•mbranth antl St,inou. By Leo Balet.
New York: Philosophical Library, c. 1962.
x and 222 pases. Boards. $4.50.
Ztm in lllfNm•se lfrl (Zm in tier ]llfNmjsd,m K,ms1). By Toshimitsu Hasumi, trans.
John Petrie. New York: Philosophical Library, 1962. xii and 113 pases. Boards.
$3.75.
This ls Iha Rim of &sl Asi11. By Edwin
T. Dahlberg. New York: Friendship Press,
c. 1962. 32 pases. Paper. 85 cents.
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lAnrs from II Tr111111ll11r. By Pierre Tellhard de Chardin. New York: Harper and
Brothers, c. 1962. 380 pases. Cloth. $4.00.
Cogildlo~s, Tre11111r,:
Minds. Thot1gh11 ntl 1VisBy Sam Goodman.
tlom from M11,i
New York: Philosophical Library, c. 1962.
xvii and 385 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Logic ntl Bxislence. By Martin Poss. New
York: Philosophical Library, c. 1962. 240
pages. Cloth. $4.75.
Gotl Lo11t1s Lilt11 Th111/: The Th11olag, of
]11,n111 Denne,
.
By John Randolph Taylor.
Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1962. 210
pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Bxil11 """ Rt1l11r1
1.
By Charles F. Pfeiffer.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House,
1962. 137 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
Religio11
,: A Ps:ychologic11l lnlerJ,relt1lio11.
New York: Abingdon Press, c. 1962. 128
pages. Boards. $2.50.
Mt111'1 Pt1i1h
tlo,,,:
11ml, Free
The Th11ological l11/lue11ce of Jacobus
.
Armil1it1s Edited by
Gerold 0. McCulloh. New York: Abingdon
Press, c. 1962. 128 pages. Boards. $2.50.
A11 l11trotluclory Hebrew Gr11mm11r. By
A. B. Davidson. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
c. 1962. xii and 313 pages. Boards. 30/-.
Protestanl
s
1'f/orship J\fusic:
Its
Hi lor, t1ntl
Pr11c
By Charles L Etherington. New
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, c.1962.
x and 278 pages. Cloth. $6.95.
A Bibliogr11ph, of Menno Simons "'·
1496-1'61. By Irvin B. Horst. Nieuwkoop: B. De Graaf, 1962. 157 pages. Cloth.
$12.50.
Stt1tli11s on the Cilliliution of lslllm. By
Hamilton A. R. Gibb. Edited by Stanford
J. Shaw and William R.. Polle. Boston:
Beacon Press, c. 1962. xiv and 369 pages.
Cloth. $7.50.
Rom,m C111holicism. By Loraine Boettner.
Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company, 1962. ix and
466 pages. Cloth. $5.95.
S1ruli1111 z11m N1111tm T11s1t1rrun1 "'"' ur
P111,is1ilt. By Erich Klostermann. Berlin:
Akademie-Verlag, 1961. viii and 378 pases,
Paper. DM 51.00.
G111ehich111 tler T11,c1iib11,lief11,11ng tler --

Ii/ten " " mi1111J.llerlich11r, l.iler111,w.

By
Herbert Huqer and others. Zurich: Atlantis
Verlag, c. 1961. 623 pases. Cloth. Sw. Pr.
39.00.
Th11 Co11c11p1 of Blhics. By Sidney Zink.
New York: St.Martin's Press, 1962. xv and
295 pases. Boards. $6.75.
T111, 11ntl Peopl11: Sl#tlills in R•ssi1111 M,1hs.
By Michael Cherniavsky. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1961. xix and 258 pases.
Cloth. Price not given.
Bi11h11il in ChrislMS: Bwngelisch11 ntl K111holisch11 Bel:n,.,niss11. By Oscar Cullmann
and Otto Karrer. Zurich: Zwingli-Verlag,
c. 1960. 170 pages. Paper. Sw. Pr. 9.80.
Gotl, M1111, ntl 1h11 Thinltw: Philosophies
of R11ligion. By Donald A. Wells. New
York: Random House, c. 1962. Cloth. Price
not given.
D111 s,mbol#m Aposlolie,,m b11im Hrilig••
A11g11s1i11111. By P. Caelestis Eichenseer.
Erzabtei St. Othlien: Eos Verlag, 1960. niii
and 500 pages. Boards. Price not given.
Th• R11form111ion 11ntl lls Signifouna TaBy Joseph C. Mclelland. Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, c. 1962. 238 pases.
Paper. $2.25.
Th11 Ag• of 1h11 S11inls in 1h11 &rl, C11bic
Chnrch. By Nora K. Chadwick. New York
(London): Oxford University Press, 1961.
166 pages. Cloth. 12/6.
Cr•111i1111 Spiril. By Karl Heussenstamm.
New York: Philosophical Library, c. 1961.
125 pases. Cloth. $3.75.
Th11 Sms11 of 1h11 Pnstm,11 of Gotl. Gifford
I.ectures, 1961-62. By John Baillie. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, c .1962. ix and
269 pages. Cloth. $3.75.
Christ •11tl Crisis. By Charles Malik. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, c. 1962. ui and 101 pases. Cloth.
$3.00.
J\f11hlllm• ,,,,,1, Cbrisltu: Bi1111
s111tlill Mithll1m11 Gntlhis .,,,1, tl111 motltl,111111
H ind.#ism#S. By Otto Wolif. Berlin: LettnerVerlag. c. 1955. 275 pages. Boards. DM
17.80.
Jewish Co11e11p11 ,,,,,1, R11/llaions. By Samuel Umen. New York: Philosophical Library, c. 1962. 190 pages. Cloth. 83.75.
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o Worltl:o B11,rop 1100-13,o Universiry Press, 1962. xvi and 179 pases.
/lfi11 l11lt
By Friedrich Heer, trans. Janet Half linen. $5.00.
Sondheimer. Cleveland: The World PubDio Theologitt
iehos
ran
erni
dos Rtt
Gotus boi•
lishing Company, c. 1962.
tt
•nd iing
Bl11,mhtird1. By Gerhard
iilt xiii and 365
pases. Cloth. $7.50.
Sauter. Zurich: Zwingli Verlag, 1962. 355
H11n1#,ool, of Ch11rch Ad.mi11istr111ion. By pases. Paper. DM 26.
Lowell Russel Ditzcn. New York: The MacTrdtal ti.bnTttNfal.
d1111
By Alois Winklmillan Company, 1962. x and 390 pages. hofer. Frankfurt am Main: Verlag Josef
Cloth. $7.00.
Knecht, 1962. 299 pases. Linen. Price not
A Gtlflin Tn11s11,r,: Seloelions f,0111, I,111i- given.
111t•s of tho Christum Religio11. Edited b)•
Cb11reh and Kingdom. By Raymond O.
William F. Kccscckcr. New York: Harper Zorn. Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reand Brothers, c. 1961. v and 152 pages. formed Publishing Company, 1962. xxii and
Cloth. $3.50.
228 pages. Linen. $3.75.
Tho Bngsoni,m Hnit11go. Edited by
Tho Tr11th aml: tho Lif11 Bssa:,s on DoeThomas Hanna. New York: Columbia
Irina b:,UniPries
ts of lht1 Amt1riun Ch•""
vcrsiry Press, 1962. viii and 170 pages. Unio11. Edited by Albert J. duBois. New
Cloth. $4.00.
York: Morehouse-Barlow Company, c. 1961.
Jo:, Bo:,ond.Sorrow. By Gene N. Branson. 207 pages. Cloth. $4.25.
Boston: The Christopher Publishing House,
Priitlestinalion
z.
11,nd. Po,soflnn By Jiirgen
c. 1962. 54 pages. Cloth. $2.00.
Moltmann. Ncukirchen Kreis Moers: NeuKai Bllrth (KaiBllrth).
Bllrth; L'Oeusion11lism• kirchncr Verlag, 1961. 188 pages. Paper.
1hiologiq11 ti.• K11rl
By Jerome Ha- DM 15.90.
mer, trans. Dominic M. Maruca. WesaninM11n: Tht1 lmt1go of God. (De Mens h,t
srer, Md.: The Newman Press, 1962. xxxviii
Bo,ltl Goris).
By G. C. Berkouwer, trans.
and 300 pages. Cloth. 84.95.
Dirk W. Jellema. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
P11• -,J, Postiwl from tb• Rim of &isl Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
Asi11. By Marprer: L Copeland. New York: 1962. 376 pages. Cloth. $6.00.
Friendship Press, c. 1962. 48 pages. Paper.
Roform11tio11 S111d.
i•s: Bssa:,s in HO#or of
$ .75.
RoLmd. H. Bainton. Edited by Franklin H.
Hnd.bool, of PHMhing R•so11rus from Littell. Richmond, VL: John Knox Press,
Bnglish Litnlll.,., Edited by James Doualas c. 1962. 285 pages. Cloth. $5.50.
Robertson. New York: The Macmillan
GJ.11bt1 in Politiseh., B"1sehtntl11t1g: BriCompany, 1962. xiv and 268 pases. Cloth. lriigtt ur Bibi/, tlos "Politisehn. By Arthur
Price not given.
Rich. Zurich: Zwingli Verlag, c. 1962. 208
Tbo Cuetl ;,, Christitm To11ehi•g. By pages. Paper. Price not given.
James D . Smart. Philadelphia: The WestTh• Uniltltl Ch11reb of Christ: Its Origins,
minster Press, c. 1962. 238 pages. Cloth. Orgniulion, nd. Rolll in 1h11
Tau,.
84.50.
By Doualas Horton. New York: Thomas
Bsehlllolop l • f ~ . By Paul Ghisoni. Nelson and Sons, c. 1962. 287 pases. Cloth.
Paris: I.a Colombe, c. 1962. 269 pases. $4.00.
Paper. NP 15.00.
Yo11r Cbiltl's Roligion. By Randolph
Limg Tau, for Goll (Yion l'ajo,ml'ni Crump Miller. Guden City, N. Y.: DoubleDin). By Roger Schutz,
Stephen
tranL
day and Company, 1962. xix and 164 pqes.
McNierncy and Lou.is Evrard. Baltimore: Cloth. $2.95.
Helia,n Press, c. 1962. 128 pases. Cloth.
Hnd.bool, of Cb11rch Cornst,011Uf1U, By
$2.95.
G. Curtis Jona. New York: The Macmillan
Tbo PhiMJso(Jh, of Gtlnl MMuL By Company. 1962. xi and 216 pagcs. Clorb.
Kenneth T. Ga11aaher- New York: Pordham $5.00.
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£gtfter flings tlte p11p11/ 611// into tlte f/11111es/
The Pope's order had given Luther sixty days FAITH ••• telUng momentou1 happenings
to recant. These days were up on Decem- that changed the course of Christianity and
ber 10, 1520. Luther had not recanted.
giving Insights Into the Reformer'■ perDecember 10, therefore, was the day on sonal Ille. Dynamic lllu1traHon1 and ,.,,.
which Luther offlclally became a heretic. It eral maps help the 16th century come
was also the signal for all Europe to begin alive for the modem reader. Recommend
burning his books. In Wittenberg, however, this ■Imply written book for the upper
somebody burned the wrong books!
school grade■ and for adult■ who would
Philip Melanchthon arose early that morning llke a better lntroducHon to the man whose
and posted an announcement on the univer- name our church bean. By Frederick Nohl.
sity bulletin board. It invited the faculty and Full-color pictorial laclcef. $2.75 Order No.
students to gather Iust outside the east gate JSU1165
of the city, on the banks of the Elbe River.
By 9 A. M. a large crowd milled around a pile
of wood, anxiously waiting for the program
to begin. Soon one of the profeuors stepped
forward to light the fire. Then students and
professors, induding Luther, fed the flames
with books and pamphlets - books and
pamphlets that supported Roman teachings.
Suddenly Luther got an Idea. He stepped
forward to the fire, drew a copy of the pope's
bull from his gown, and threw it Into the
flames, saying, "Because you have destroyed
the truth of God, may the Lord consume you
In these flames."
The foregoing lnddent 11 drawn from the
new biography MARTIN LUTHH: HERO OF
Published by Scholarly Resources from Concordia Seminary, 1962
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-.0. aadentands Communllm.
What II more, he lmoWI bow to
oppcase IL No reader of this volume
eoild be complacent about Com•
,._1., - ner. U be wants to
bow what be an do to oppose
the IPft8d of the Commmdstic
..., let blm read. It .. all there,
t yY point,
aadentlllulahle
In
- - .demonstrated,
. . As Brose
. . . . . . . . ~ to tbe 'natunl
...,, without God and without
llope In the world. Tllat II wby, u
Mftl'
before, Cbrlatlam malt
~ the Golpe! of Cbrlst and
. - t lhe oat their faith bl Cbrlit
for • wltnea to tbe fact that the
Golpel workll"

=

OSWALD C. J. HOFFMANN, SPEAKB
INIIINATIONAL LUTHEIAN HOUR

"Of spec:ial pncdcal wl• far
teacben and dlscaaion-pcnqt laden are tbe chapters dffofed fo a
'Propam of Action': (1) bl tenm al.
lllda • propam'• tremeDdoal cmt
la dme, effort, and money; (2) la
the spedlc tldap eada &.'.IJIIII•
don, group, and IDdl'ftdaal aa -.
••• I wu stlned by BOW "l'O
ftGRT COMMUNISM TODAY.
I ablak yoa wlD be too."
FIOM THE FOREWORD
IY SENATOR VANCE HAl1ICE
OF INDIANA
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